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API Sentinel on AWS
Continuous API Visibility and Protection

Introduction
APIs are enabling a digital transformation for enterprises on a global scale.
At the same time, APIs introduce a range of security challenges:
› Shadow, hidden, deprecated, and 3rd party APIs published outside of a
defined process and left unprotected.
› Exposure of confidential or sensitive data resulting in data loss and
compliance violations.
› Coding errors that lead to privilege escalation and result in data loss
or fraud.
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› Application business logic flaws that lead to automated bot attacks.

API Sentinel on AWS
Deployed on Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) from AWS Container
Marketplace, API Sentinel helps security teams, API centers of excellence,
and data governance officers address their most pressing API problem –
visibility and monitoring of their public facing and APIs. It complements
Amazon API Gateway security features with API risk and specification
conformance analysis to discover and remediate gaps that can result in data
loss or fraud. API Sentinel integrates with your existing infrastructure and CI/
CD tools to provide immediate value to both security and developers alike
by finding all your APIs, discovering potential security gaps, and alerting
development teams for rapid remediation.
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Cequence Security is an
AWS Advanced Technology
Partner and was one of
the launch partners for
the APN Global Startup
Program. Together, we help
protect our customers’
APIs and web applications
from cyberattacks with a
cloud-native, containerbased application
architecture. Customers
include F500 organizations
across multiple vertical
markets, and our solution
has earned numerous
industry accolades.
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API Sentinel Features
Reign in Your API Footprint With 360 Degree Visibility
The #1 API security challenge most organizations face is
finding all of their APIs. API Sentinel solves this problem
by integrating with a broad range of infrastructure
components, including API gateways, proxies, load
balancers, and ingress controllers to deliver 360-degree
visibility into public-facing and internal APIs including
shadow, 3rd party, and managed. A Discovery API allows
you to proactively push API metrics to API Sentinel as an
Image 1: Continuous discovery, inventory tracking, and risk categorialternative to an inline deployment. The API Inventory
zation help you reign in your API footprint.
Dashboard graphically displays APIs based on risk, with
drill-down metrics that include the geographic distribution of API usage by country, IP address, and organization with
additional visibility into the headers, parameters, and response codes discovered.

Prevent Sensitive Data Leaks & Compliance Violations

Image 2: The Sensitive Data Dashboard displays APIs that are
using sensitive data and could jeopardize compliance.

Data governance and security teams can eliminate potential
compliance violations using the Sensitive Data Exposure
dashboard to quickly identify and remediate APIs and endpoints
using sensitive data based on predefined (credit card and social
security numbers, Stacktrace codes) and custom data patterns.
The Dashboard provides fingertip access to details, including the
API source or response codes leaking the data, the pattern found,
and the underlying IP address details. Notifications can be sent
to development teams for speedy remediation using predefined
alerts for tools such as Slack, PagerDuty or email.

Improve and Maintain Coding Consistency
API Sentinel fosters collaboration between security and development teams by quickly uncovering potential API security
gaps for remediation. Using predefined and custom risk assessment rules, API Sentinel analyzes your public-facing and
internal APIs to uncover those deemed high risk. Flexible alerting capabilities allow you to initiate update requests to the
development team via Slack, PagerDuty, email, and other tools. An added assessment layer is available for those that
have adopted the OpenAPI specification framework. Using a specification definition pushed from CI/CD framework tools
or uploaded directly, API Sentinel performs a conformance comparison, sending an alert to development for those APIs
found to be non-conformant.

Embed Security into the API Lifecycle
A broad set of REST-based APIs allows you to embed runtime security into your API lifecycle. The Spec Management API
enables you to push new specifications and updates to API Sentinel directly from CI/CD framework tools. The Discovery
API allows you to proactively push API metrics from other network sources to API Sentinel as an alternative to an inline
deployment. An export API enables you to send findings to external tools for analysis and fraud remediation.
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